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Abstract: The perpetual significance of the pharmaceutical industry in society necessitates ongoing
research efforts to enhance the efficacy of its manufacturing processes. Given that drug product
manufacturing typically involves powder processing, a thorough understanding of powder char-
acterization is needed for optimal process performance. Powder rheology is commonly examined
in pharmaceutical manufacturing to elucidate the relationship between powder properties and the
performance of pharmaceutical processes. This paper provides a brief discussion of recent literature
regarding the various powder properties and characterization techniques encompassed in powder
rheology. The powder properties are categorized into particle size, particle morphology, friability,
electrostatics, permeability, wettability, cohesion, bulk density, and agglomeration sections. A distinct
focus is placed on the segment about powder wettability. This review informs readers about the
fundamental properties of powders known to influence pharmaceutical processes. It discusses the
interrelationships among these properties, powder characterization techniques, and ideal states of
powder properties that lead to optimal process performance.

Keywords: powder rheology; powder characterization; pharmaceutical manufacturing; flowability;
powder flow parameters

1. Introduction

The pharmaceutical industry plays a crucial role in safeguarding the well-being of
billions of individuals. Despite its significant impact, the industry faces ongoing chal-
lenges, prompting continuous research and improvement efforts. In recent years, there
has been a notable shift from traditional batch processing to continuous manufacturing
methods, driven by the benefits of enhanced safety and product quality control [1–5]. This
transition has garnered considerable attention, but an equally important focus remains on
understanding and characterizing powders and granular materials used in pharmaceutical
manufacturing.

Powders are integral to various unit operations in pharmaceutical processes. Given
that tablets represent upwards of 70% of all marketed drugs, the unit operations used in
tablet manufacturing are particularly prevalent [6]. Key unit operations, such as feeders,
blenders, and tablet press machines, are essential components of this process [2]. These
operations often encounter issues tied to powder behavior, leading to performance chal-
lenges [7–11]. Given the centrality of powders in pharmaceutical operations, a precise
understanding of their behavior is vital for ensuring optimal product quality [12–16].
Nevertheless, powders remain a complex and inadequately understood subject [17–19].
This knowledge gap has given rise to a significant body of literature dedicated to the
quantification and prediction of powder behavior, known as powder rheology. Describ-
ing powder flow is uniquely challenging, as it defies rigid adherence to a set of rules or
equations. Powders can exhibit solid-like compaction, liquid-like flow, and even gaseous
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properties during manufacturing processes. Consequently, characterizing powders de-
mands the use of multiple parameters rather than relying on a single metric to assess flow
accurately [20–22].

The subsequent sections of this paper provide a comprehensive literature review of
powder properties, with a particular emphasis on wettability, and the associated charac-
terization techniques most pertinent to pharmaceutical manufacturing. This review aims
to meticulously describe the components of this paper in a way that effectively informs
readers about powder rheology due to its paramount importance and various applications.

2. Importance of Powder Flowability in Pharmaceutical Manufacturing

Powder characterization techniques are employed to assess flowability, defined as
a powder’s ability to flow under specific conditions [17]. Each technique yields one or
more parameters that describe a particular powder property and quantify how a powder
behaves in various circumstances. Although these parameters are interrelated [23], their
evaluation of flowability often hinges on the stress state of the powder bed [24,25]. This
implies that the same powder may yield significantly different results when subjected to
testing under motionless or flowing conditions. Therefore, selecting appropriate characteri-
zation techniques is vital to prevent conflicting results among parameters. A plethora of
parameters are employed in the literature to evaluate powder flowability in pharmaceutical
operations, with each parameter associated with properties such as particle size, particle
morphology, friability, electrostatics, permeability, wettability, cohesion, bulk density, and
agglomeration [26–32]. These properties are typically analyzed through multiple charac-
terization techniques, and the effectiveness of these techniques is often compared in the
literature [33–35].

Flowability assessments are commonly coupled with the objective of improving pow-
der flow in pharmaceutical manufacturing. This is frequently achieved through tech-
niques like dry coating, where active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) are coated with
nanoparticles [36–39]. Other methods include adding lubricants to blend formulations and
controlling humidity to manage moisture content and other powder parameters [40–42].
Flowability assessments may also be used in efforts to improve the efficacy of drug delivery
methods, such as dry powder inhalation and orodispersible tablets [43–45]. Beyond en-
hancing flowability, these powder parameters also shed light on the relationship between
powder properties and the performance of pharmaceutical manufacturing processes. As
mentioned earlier, suboptimal powder behavior can lead to unsatisfactory operational
performance in pharmaceutical processes such as tableting and mixing [46–48]. Accurately
evaluating powder properties is critical for properly determining and predicting a pow-
der’s flowability. This pursuit also elevates our understanding of the connections between
powder flowability and pharmaceutical process performance, as well as the relationships
between various powder properties.

3. Powder Flow Properties and Characterization Techniques

The literature search for this paper entailed investigating powder flow properties and
the respective characterization techniques frequently utilized in recent pharmaceutical
research. In this section, these properties and techniques are explained while highlighting
the connections to pharmaceutical process performance and the interrelationships among
different powder properties. The powder properties are discussed in order of the increasing
scale of each property, beginning with particle properties (particle size and morphology)
and ending with bulk powder properties (cohesion and bulk density).

3.1. Particle Size

Particle size profoundly influences powder flowability [49] and is closely tied to co-
hesion and other dynamic and shear cell testing results [30,40,50]. Cohesion is notably
sensitive to particle size because, with changing particle size, the balance between inter-
particle forces (e.g., van der Waals, capillary, electrostatic) and gravitational forces shifts.
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Smaller particles, when they fall below a certain threshold, experience relatively stronger
interparticle forces, leading to increased cohesion and poor flowability [17,51]. The strong
connection between particle size and cohesion signifies particle size as an imperative
parameter to measure to enhance our understanding of powder cohesion.

Particle size holds great significance in pharmaceutical process performance [52].
In particular, particle size significantly impacts blending, tableting, and wet granulation
processes [21,52,53]. This influences product attributes like content uniformity and drug
dissolution [20,54]. Numerous pharmaceutical powder rheology studies employ particle
size as a key factor for assessing powder flowability, covering diverse topics such as
overall flowability, moisture content, surface modification, and direct compression in
pharmaceutical manufacturing [7,12,20,46,55]. The clear significance of particle size in
pharmaceutical manufacturing reinforces the importance of measuring it because of its use
as an essential indicator of powder flowability and its relationship to process performance.

The measurement of particle size entails creating a particle size distribution (PSD) to
show the range of particle diameters and their respective volume percentages. Common
PSD parameters include d10, d50, d90, and span values. These values represent the diam-
eters below which 10%, 50%, and 90% of the powder sample falls, while span provides
a quantitative measure of PSD width by calculating the ratio between the difference of
d90 and d10 to d50. Dry laser diffraction is a prevalent method for assessing the PSD of
pharmaceutical powders, utilizing light scattering to determine particle sizes [20]. Instru-
ments like the Malvern Mastersizer, Sympatec Helos/Rodos system, and Beckman Coulter
Laser Diffraction Analyzer are commonly employed for laser diffraction [7,12,20,40,56,57].
Dry laser diffraction is favored for its speed, robustness, and minimal material require-
ment [54]. The PSD parameters produced from dry laser diffraction instruments allow one
to understand the relevant details of a powder’s particle size quickly and effectively.

Other particle size analysis techniques include sieving and image analysis, each
with specific limitations. Sieving, while straightforward, primarily suits larger particles,
which are not typical for active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) in pharmaceutical
manufacturing [54]. Therefore, sieving often complements other techniques to separate
particles into different size ranges [58,59]. Image analysis offers more accurate particle
size descriptions by accommodating for nonspherical particle shapes [30,59]. However,
it demands significantly more time to generate a PSD representing a significant number
of particles, making it a valuable tool for particle morphology analysis within powder
rheology. The limitations of these other techniques result in them being less applicable than
dry laser diffraction instruments for measuring a PSD; however, they can still be utilized
advantageously for specific purposes when measuring particle size [30,58,59].

3.2. Particle Morphology

Particle morphology encompasses the shape and surface characteristics of powder
particles, including surface roughness and energy [60–63]. Particle morphology, akin to
particle size, plays a pivotal role in determining powder flowability [30,34,40]. The ideal
morphology for optimal powder flowability consists of spherical particles with smooth
surfaces [49]. However, in pharmaceutical manufacturing, API particles rarely exhibit this
ideal shape [20]. Instead, their irregular shapes and rough surfaces adversely affect bulk
powder flowability. The poor flowability of amorphous particles arises from interactions
like mechanical interlocking and friction [13,21,50], ultimately impacting the performance of
pharmaceutical manufacturing processes. Given the certainty of imperfect particle shapes
and surfaces and their impact on powder flowability, particle morphology is another
essential powder property to consider.

Particle Shape

In particle rheology studies, particle shape is often analyzed in conjunction with parti-
cle size due to their shared influence on powder flow properties [30]. Particle shape is typi-
cally assessed through optical or scanning electron microscopy (SEM). SEM produces high-
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definition particle images by scanning a surface with a focused electron beam [52,54,64].
Image analysis then yields various shape parameters as a single parameter is insufficient
to quantify particle shape adequately [51]. Parameters commonly used include aspect
ratio, roundness, and irregularity [51]. Aspect ratio (AR) quantifies particle elongation by
calculating the ratio between the length (longest diameter) and width (shortest diameter)
of a particle [40]. Roundness, expressed as the ratio between the square of the particle
perimeter and the product of 4π and the particle image area, approaches 1 for particles close
to a perfect circular shape. Irregularity measures the ratio between the particle perimeter
and its longest diameter, with a value of π denoting a perfect circle [51]. Evaluating the
deviation of particle shapes from an ideal sphere using parameters such as AR, roundness,
and irregularity allows one to develop a better understanding of the effects of particle
shape on powder flowability and other powder properties. A better understanding of
these relationships can be leveraged to enhance powder flowability and, consequently,
pharmaceutical process performance.

3.3. Friability

Friability refers to a powder’s susceptibility to deformation or attrition under shear
or other various processing stresses. In pharmaceutical manufacturing, certain processes,
notably milling, can significantly affect friable powders, potentially compromising product
quality [17]. Thus, it is essential to identify and handle powders with high friability carefully
to avoid adverse manufacturing impacts. Friability assessment typically involves dynamic
testing or the continuous monitoring of particle size during processing. The details of
dynamic testing are presented in the following subsection.

Dynamic Testing

Dynamic testing examines powder properties during a state of flow, with the FT4
Powder Rheometer’s dynamic test (stability and variable flow rate test) being a focus due
to its established correlation with powder friability [1,17]. This test employs a cylindrical
vessel to contain the powder bed. After an initial conditioning step, a blade moves to the
bed’s bottom and returns in seven cycles while rotating at a constant speed. Subsequently,
four additional cycles are conducted at different blade rotational speeds. Each cycle records
the energy required for the blade to descend to the bed’s bottom and return, known as flow
energy. These flow energy values are then used to calculate various characteristic values
indicative of a powder’s friability and other important powder properties.

The values derived from the FT4 Powder Rheometer dynamic test include the Basic
Flowability Energy (BFE), Stability Index (SI), Specific Energy (SE), and Flow Rate Index
(FRI). The BFE quantifies the flow energy needed for the blade to descend during the
seventh test cycle at a constant blade rotational speed. By measuring the energy required to
descend through the powder bed, the BFE is largely affected by a powder bed’s consolida-
tion state (or compressibility) [17]. It is particularly useful for evaluating processes aimed
at adjusting a powder’s flowability, such as lubrication or milling [1]. The SI measures the
ratio between the downward flow energy required during the seventh and first test cycles,
indicating a powder’s change in flow energy over time due to factors like agglomeration,
aeration, or electrostatic charging [8,57]. A Stability Index close to 1 signifies a non-friable
powder, while significant deviations indicate pronounced friability.

The SE is determined by calculating the average upward flow energy during the sixth
and seventh test cycles and dividing it by the total mass of the powder bed. Unlike BFE,
SE assesses a powder’s unconfined state by measuring upward flow energy and is highly
dependent on a powder bed’s cohesive forces rather than its consolidation state [17,21].
The FRI is derived by comparing the downward flow energy of the final test cycle to
the eighth test cycle and highlights a powder’s sensitivity to blade rotational speed. FRI
values typically exceed 1, reflecting easier flow at higher blade speeds [21]. An FRI above
3 often signifies a cohesive powder, where the considerable increase in flow energy with
decreasing blade speed is attributed to increased air retention within the powder bed [17].
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Additionally, the conditioned bulk density (CBD) of the powder is recorded after the test.
This parameter can be used to calculate the normalized BFE (NBFE) by dividing the BFE
by the powder bed’s mass (determined from the CBD and the powder bed volume) and,
importantly, considers the powder density in its value [17].

By subjecting a powder bed to a dynamic state of flow for a prolonged period, dynamic
testing effectively assesses a powder’s friability by measuring changes in flow energy. The
FT4 Powder Rheometer dynamic test specifically provides parameters indicative of a
powder’s friability, cohesion, and compressibility. Due to the importance of preserving
powder particle integrity to maintain consistent powder behavior, dynamic testing is
widely incorporated in pharmaceutical powder research to evaluate powder flowability
and promote its uniformity throughout processing [21,30,40,51,57].

3.4. Electrostatic Charging

Electrostatic charging refers to a powder’s propensity to accumulate electric charge
due to particle–particle and particle–surface interactions. This property has been a subject
of extensive research in recent decades due to its inherent complexity [65]. While there are
instances (such as dry coating) where electrostatic charging can be harnessed to enhance
powder flow [66], it often poses challenges, hindering optimal flow. Electrostatic charg-
ing leads to issues like segregation, agglomeration, and jamming, significantly affecting
powder flow, particularly in pharmaceutical manufacturing processes prone to charge
accumulation such as blending, milling, and transport [32,67–70]. These issues negatively
impact pharmaceutical process performance and the quality of solid-dose manufacturing
products and dry powder inhaler formulations [71,72]. The complex nature of electrostatic
charging coupled with its detrimental effects on pharmaceutical process performance make
it a significant property to consider.

Electrostatic charging results from electric charge transfer between powder particles,
typically regarded as being carried by electrons [69]. Two principal mechanisms of charge
transfer are contact and triboelectric charging [65]. Contact charging occurs when different
materials (e.g., powders or surfaces) come into contact, transfer charge, and are subse-
quently isolated. The phenomenon is influenced by various factors, including material
properties and environmental conditions [66]. Triboelectric charging, on the other hand,
arises from the collision, sliding, rolling, or frictional interaction between powder particles
and/or unit operation surfaces. Peter Ireland has comprehensively explored triboelectric
charging between particles and surfaces in both experimental and theoretical studies [73,74].
Pharmaceutical powders are especially prone to electrostatic charging due to their small
size and low bulk density [67,72]. The relationship between a powder’s electrostatic proper-
ties and other powder properties further necessitates the understanding of the mechanisms
that cause electrostatic charging.

The accumulation of charge in a powder is quantified as charge density, which is the ratio
of accumulated charge to powder mass [52]. Typically, this is measured using an experimental
setup involving a Faraday cup (or cage) connected to an electrometer [60,67,70,75]. The Faraday
cup acts as a protective enclosure to isolate powder particles from external electric fields
following induced charging and the electrometer measures the total charge. Additionally,
simulation and modeling techniques, validated against experimental data, are employed to
evaluate electrostatic charging [67,74]. Some studies also utilize inductive charge sensors to
measure charge levels and polarity in powders [68,72]. For experimental purposes, corona
charging is an additional electrostatic charging method used to intentionally charge neutral
particles [69,76,77]. Overall, there is a multitude of pharmaceutical powder studies that aim
to understand the mechanisms of powder electrostatic charging and quantify the charge in
a powder bed so that powder flowability and pharmaceutical process performance may
be improved.
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3.5. Permeability

Permeability quantifies the ease with which air can traverse a powder bed, a property
profoundly influenced by physical characteristics like particle shape, size, and surface
texture, as well as bulk properties including bulk density and cohesion [17,21]. In pharma-
ceutical manufacturing, permeability holds immense importance, as it is a fundamental
requirement for inducing flow and preventing process failure [1,17]. Processes such as tablet
die filling, compaction, and hopper flow hinge upon the powder’s permeability [1,17,21,57].
Thus, the measurement of permeability becomes indispensable during process develop-
ment, warranting its inclusion in flow behavior analysis studies [52,78].

Contemporary literature frequently employs the FT4 Powder Rheometer’s permeabil-
ity test as a standardized technique for assessing powder permeability [8,22,29,30]. In this
methodology, a cylindrical container is used to house the powder bed, featuring a porous
base. After an initial conditioning phase, an aeration unit affixed to the base initiates a
constant air flow through the base, while a vented piston consolidates the powder bed
from above. The piston exerts increasing normal stresses incrementally as the pressure
drop across the bed is monitored. The permeability under each applied normal stress is
computed using Darcy’s Law (Equation (1)),

k =
qγL
∆P

, (1)

where k is the permeability (cm2), q is the flow rate (cm/s), γ denotes air viscosity (Pa·s),
L is the height of the powder bed (cm), and ∆P indicates the pressure drop (Pa). Larger
pressure drop values during the permeability test signify that air encounters resistance
while passing through the powder bed. This results in lower permeability values, indicating
cohesive and poorly flowing powder.

Powder permeability can be further explored using the aeration test, also offered by
the FT4 Powder Rheometer [20,64,79,80]. This procedure resembles the permeability test,
with the vented piston replaced by a blade that was initially used in the conditioning step.
It measures permeability under dynamic conditions, differing from the static conditions of
the permeability test. It records the energy required for the blade to traverse the powder
bed as various air flow rates are applied. This energy required for the blade to pass
through the powder bed at a certain flow rate is referred to as Aeration Energy (AE).
The Aeration Ratio (AR), calculated by comparing AE values under no air flow and at
maximum air flow rate, can also be represented as an Aeration Index (AI), as elaborated
in [64]. A higher AR indicates the powder’s ability to experience more robust aeration,
signifying improved flowability. In summation, the permeability and aeration tests from
the FT4 Powder Rheometer are frequently observed in pharmaceutical powder literature to
evaluate powder permeability because of the parameter’s association with many powder
characteristics and its relation to pharmaceutical process performance.

3.6. Wettability

Wettability, the capacity of a powder to absorb liquids, is a crucial property in the
pharmaceutical industry. It significantly influences various processes like wet granula-
tion, lubrication, and tablet coating, playing a pivotal role in determining final product
attributes, including tablet strength and dissolution performance [31,61,81,82]. Given its
clear significance in pharmaceutical processing, powder wettability is another property
that requires the utmost accuracy when measuring it to properly characterize powders.

3.6.1. Methods of Characterization

There are several methods available to characterize the wettability of powders. This
paper primarily focuses on experimental methods found in pharmaceutical powder litera-
ture, which are used in conjunction with theoretical equations to calculate the contact angle
(an indicator of powder wettability) between a test liquid and a powder bed. Simulation
methods for examining the interaction between droplets and powders exist in other areas
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of powder literature [83] but are not discussed here. A few experimental methods observed
in the literature and the droplet mechanisms that influence their results are presented in
the following subsections.

Experimental Methods

Experimental methods represent the most prevalent wettability characterization ap-
proach found in pharmaceutical powder literature. These methods primarily revolve
around quantifying the contact angle formed between the powder bed and a droplet of the
test liquid. This measurement can be obtained directly or indirectly by assessing another
parameter associated with the contact angle, such as penetration time [82]. A reduced
contact angle indicates greater wettability, signifying increased droplet absorption into
the powder bed. This paper delves into the sessile drop, Washburn, and drop penetra-
tion methods. Alghunaim et al. [84] comprehensively review additional experimental
wettability measurement techniques. Before delving into these methods, it is crucial to
comprehend the various droplet mechanisms and factors influencing droplet impact and
penetration, especially in methods reliant on droplet dynamics like the sessile drop and
drop penetration techniques.

Droplet Mechanisms

In total, four distinct mechanisms characterize droplet behavior upon impact on a
powder bed: tunneling, spreading, crater formation, and liquid marbling. While tunneling,
spreading, and crater formation involve eventual droplet penetration into the powder bed,
liquid marbling does not entail any penetration. For mechanisms involving penetration,
additional processes (retraction, splashing, pinning, etc.) play a role in the penetration
process [85,86]. By increasing the knowledge of droplet mechanisms, the results of experi-
mental methods (which depend on droplet dynamics) are better understood and powder
wettability can be more accurately evaluated.

Tunneling occurs when a droplet encounters a nonuniform, cohesive powder bed,
subsequently rolling and bouncing until penetration transpires [87]. This mechanism arises
due to loose aggregates formed in a powder bed, resulting from its high cohesion. Instead
of flowing between aggregate gaps, the droplet flows into the aggregate pores, absorbing
the aggregates from all sides, significantly increasing its weight, and enabling it to “tunnel”
into the powder bed, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Depiction of tunneling (arrows show the direction of droplet movement).

Spreading typically unfolds when a droplet interacts with a homogeneously packed
powder bed, displacing a small amount of surface powder upon impact. As the droplet
spreads, it accumulates a small number of powder particles and gradually penetrates
the bed concurrently [87]. This behavior is observed with droplets released at low drop
heights onto powder beds with a wide particle size distribution (PSD). The low drop height
prevents significant crater formation, and the wide PSD ensures a densely packed bed
resistant to other droplet mechanisms. Further insights into this mechanism are explored
elsewhere [88–90]. Figure 2 provides a visual of the spreading phenomenon.
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Figure 2. Depiction of spreading (arrows show the direction of droplet movement).

Crater formation represents an intensified version of the spreading mechanism, result-
ing from a significantly higher droplet release point. This elevated release point imparts
greater impact velocity and momentum, leading to the displacement of a larger amount of
powder (a crater) on the powder bed surface [87]. The droplet accumulates more powder
particles than observed in spreading and is forced to occupy a deeper crater; this causes
reduced spreading over the powder bed surface as the droplet penetrates the bed. This
process is visualized below in Figure 3.
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In the absence of droplet penetration, a liquid marble forms. Liquid marbles, com-
pletely covered by a powder particle layer, maintain a spherical shape held together by
the powder shell. The process, known as solid spreading nucleation [91], is prevalent
when a droplet impacts a predominantly hydrophobic powder bed [92]. Although the
liquid marble may initially contain a droplet, evaporation may occur, leaving behind a
hollow marble. Purposefully crafted hollow marbles find advantageous applications in
pharmaceutical manufacturing [93,94]. The process of liquid marbling is displayed below
in Figure 4.
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With the knowledge of these different droplet mechanisms, one can more easily distin-
guish when they occur during experimental methods used to evaluate powder wettability.
Recognition of these droplet mechanisms then allows for one to make inferences about
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other powder properties (e.g., cohesion) or the experimental apparatus (e.g., droplet release
point). With these inferences, a greater understanding of a powder’s wettability and its
relationship to powder flowability can be achieved.

Factors Affecting Droplet Impact and Penetration

The impact and subsequent penetration of a liquid droplet into a powder bed are
influenced by various factors, primarily stemming from the properties of both the powder
bed and the liquid itself. Understanding the intricate relationship between these properties
and the dynamics of droplet impact and penetration is crucial as it sheds light on the
complex interactions between powders and liquids, ultimately aiding in a more compre-
hensive characterization of a powder’s wettability. This understanding, in turn, facilitates
endeavors to modify powder wettability for specific manufacturing purposes.

The literature extensively documents numerous powder properties that are correlated
with droplet impact and penetration dynamics. The hydrophobicity of a powder is widely
investigated due to its significance in pharmaceutical processes like wet granulation or
lubrication [81,95]. Notably, research indicates a direct relationship between hydropho-
bicity and droplet penetration. For instance, an experiment demonstrated that the drop
penetration time increases as the hydrophobicity of a powder increases [94]. Similarly,
particle size is implicated in droplet penetration dynamics, with decreasing particle size
being correlated with longer drop penetration times [94]. Additionally, variations in particle
size between hydrophobic and hydrophilic components in a powder blend contribute to
substantial variability in drop penetration times [94,95]. Another powder bed property,
packing fraction—calculated as the difference in mass between an empty and filled powder
bed—is reported by Marston et al. [85] to significantly affect a droplet’s impact behavior
and the ensuing mechanisms. It is important to be aware of these additional powder prop-
erties that affect droplet penetration in order to fully comprehend the results of powder
wettability experimental methods and accurately assess powder wettability.

Equally imperative are the liquid properties of droplets, as highlighted by Marston
et al. [85]. Their study explores the effects of liquid properties, such as surface tension,
viscosity, and impact velocity, on droplet impact behavior when interacting with a powder
bed. The experimentation involves the utilization of characteristic numbers, including the
Weber number and Ohnesorge number, to quantify these effects. Furthermore, Mundozah
et al. [96] delve into the competing mechanisms of droplet spreading and penetration upon
impact with a powder bed and underscore the crucial role of viscosity in these processes. A
further understanding of these liquid properties, which may affect experimental results,
will similarly enable one to properly assess a powder’s wettability.

Sessile Drop Method

The sessile drop method, a direct approach used to measure the contact angle, is a
commonly used technique for powder wettability characterization, visualized in Figure 5.
In this method, a sessile drop of the test liquid is carefully placed on a conditioned powder
bed’s surface. Subsequently, the contact angle between the droplet and the powder bed
is directly measured using a contact angle goniometer or a high-speed camera [31,84]. A
sessile drop, by definition, does not move laterally after deposition, ensuring accurate
contact angle measurement. While the method is straightforward and requires minimal
material, challenges arise from variations in powder surface properties, irregular droplet
shapes, and rapid liquid penetration, contributing to inconsistencies [31,84]. The variety
of complications that can negatively affect the accuracy of the results of this method
often overshadow the method’s simplicity, which has led to researchers questioning its
practicality in many scenarios [84].
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Washburn Method

The Washburn method indirectly gauges powder wettability by linking liquid pen-
etration through capillary rise to the contact angle. It uses Darcy’s law (Equation (1)) to
describe the flow of liquid within the powder bed along with a set of assumptions and
boundary conditions to establish the relationship between the liquid penetration and con-
tact angle. This method entails filling a cylindrical vessel with powder and submerging
its base slightly in the test liquid, as shown in Figure 6. The top of the vessel is sealed
to maintain constant air pressure and the bottom of the vessel is designed to hold the
powder in place, enabling the liquid to ascend through the powder via capillary pressure.
The Washburn method similarly follows a simple procedure and is often used for powder
wettability measurements [84,97]. Despite its widespread use, this method faces challenges
such as achieving reproducible packing and selecting an appropriate reference liquid, both
noted in the literature [31,84,98]. Although this method has limitations, they are not as
severe as those noted for the sessile drop method, enabling the Washburn method to still
be utilized as a reliable indicator of powder wettability [84].
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Drop Penetration Method

The drop penetration method is another commonly employed technique for wetta-
bility measurement [82,84,99]. It calculates powder wettability by using the time it takes
for a droplet to penetrate the powder bed to determine the contact angle. This method has
a similar appearance to the sessile drop method seen in Figure 5 and, like the Washburn
method, utilizes Darcy’s law (Equation (1)) to determine the relationship between the
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droplet penetration time and contact angle. The procedure involves applying a liquid
droplet to a conditioned powder bed’s surface and observing its penetration dynamics
using a high-speed camera. The total time for complete droplet absorption into the powder
bed, known as the total penetration time, is used to compute the contact angle [99]. During
the analysis, it is assumed that either the droplet contact area remains constant, causing a
change in contact angle during penetration, or the contact angle remains constant, resulting
in a reduction in the contact area as penetration progresses. This method offers the advan-
tages of speed and minimal powder usage [99], making it particularly advantageous in
pharmaceutical manufacturing, where API powders are often expensive and available only
in limited quantities. Potential drawbacks include exceptionally fast liquid penetration and
contact angle hysteresis due to surface roughness [84]. Similar to the Washburn method, the
drawbacks for the drop penetration method are minor and allow the method to be utilized
in pharmaceutical powder research as well as various other areas of powder research [99].

3.7. Cohesion

Powder cohesion, also termed powder cohesivity [100], refers to the tendency of
powder particles to cling together, often due to the dominance of external forces over
gravity-induced particle flow. These external forces encompass interparticle interactions
like van der Waals, capillary, and electrostatic forces [63]. These forces are frequently
influenced by various powder properties discussed in this review. For instance, van der
Waals forces become more pronounced as particle size decreases [51]; capillary forces arise
from powder wettability, leading to the formation of liquid bridges or lubrication within
the powder bed [101], and both particle size and wettability contribute to electrostatic
forces [102]. The relationships between cohesion and numerous other powder properties
make it a crucial property to consider when assessing and predicting a powder’s flowability.

The intensity of interparticle forces significantly affects cohesion and, consequently,
flowability. Cohesive powders exhibit poor flowability, characterized by issues such as
powder agglomeration, which adversely impacts manufacturing processes [51]. In the
pharmaceutical industry, challenges arise due to the inherent properties of active phar-
maceutical ingredients (APIs), which are notorious for their cohesive nature and poor
flowability [34]. These challenges manifest as difficulties in feeding, blending, granula-
tion, and die filling processes, and can affect final product attributes, including content
uniformity and weight variability [12,34,36,38,103]. In recognizing the strong connection
between powder cohesion and pharmaceutical process performance, it becomes necessary
to accurately assess cohesion for comprehensive powder characterization.

3.7.1. Shear Cell

The shear cell is a prevalent method for powder cohesion characterization because of
its high repeatability [54,104,105]. Nevertheless, the absence of a universally accepted shear
cell design does introduce some ambiguity when comparing data across different shear
cells for the same powder. Koynov et al. conducted a study comparing results from three
modern commercially available shear cells: the Schulze ring shear tester (RST), Freeman
Technology powder rheometer (FT4), and Brookfield powder flow tester (PFT) [106]. Salehi
et al. similarly compared outcomes from the Schulze RST, Brookfield PFT, and Jenike shear
cell [107]. While a universally accepted shear cell is still lacking in the field of powder
research, all of these instruments share a common testing procedure that has proven to
be effective.

In a typical test, a powder bed undergoes pre-consolidation, pre-shearing, and shearing
steps. The test cell is initially filled with powder in a gentle manner to prevent undesirable
consolidation due to loading. Subsequently, the powder bed is compressed to a user-
defined preliminary consolidation stress. Then, an equivalent normal stress is applied to
the bed along with a rotational shear stress to reach the pre-shear point. The pre-shear point
is denoted as the point where a user-defined normal stress is reached and the steady-state
shear stress, also known as the yield stress, is achieved [17,54]. The yield stress occurs
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when the shear stress becomes constant, and the powder no longer resists the shear stress
such that it begins to flow. Following these initial steps, four to five additional normal
stresses, lower than the pre-consolidation stress, are applied to the powder bed as shearing
occurs until it yields. These yield points, along with the pre-shear point, together construct
a yield locus. Mohr circle analysis derives various critical values from this locus, primarily
serving to quantify a powder’s cohesion and, consequently, flowability [54].

Beyond providing a cohesion value, Mohr circle analysis offers other valuable param-
eters such as the angle of internal friction, unconfined yield strength, major principal stress,
and the flow function coefficient. The procedure involves plotting the yield locus points
and fitting a best-fit line that extends to the y-axis, as shown in Figure 7.
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The point of intersection with the y-axis represents cohesion (τ0), defined as the yield
stress under zero normal applied stress. The angle of internal friction (AIF) is discerned by
the angle between the best-fit line and the x-axis. Two circles are then drawn: one includes
the origin point and remains tangential to the best-fit line, revealing the unconfined yield
strength (UYS) at the point of intersection with the x-axis. UYS represents the yield stress
of the powder under free surface (e.g., low stress) conditions [1,17]. The second circle is
similarly drawn tangential to the best-fit line and includes the pre-shear point, revealing
the major principal stress (also known as major consolidation stress) at the point where the
circle intersects the x-axis. Major principal stress (MPS) characterizes the compacting stress
in the powder bed under steady-state conditions. The flow function coefficient (FFC) can
be calculated by taking the ratio of major principal stress and unconfined yield stress using
Equation (2):

FFC =
MPS
UYS

. (2)

The flow function coefficient serves as a widely adopted metric for assessing powder
flowability [104,105]. Higher FFC values indicate superior flowing capabilities, with typical
values ranging from 1 to 10 and associated with various levels of flow behaviors [1,37]. The
flow function, based on MPS and UYS values at different initial consolidation stresses, is a
plot that also provides insights into a powder’s flowability [106]. In summation, the results
of the shear cell test are represented by multiple parameters that depend on the cohesive
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forces in a powder bed. These parameter values allow one to assess the magnitude of a
powder’s cohesion and the quality of a powder’s flowability.

3.7.2. Avalanche Testers

Avalanche testing offers an alternative approach to evaluating a powder’s cohesion
and overall flowability that is employed in the pharmaceutical industry. There are vari-
ous types of avalanche testers with their own unique mechanism for assessing avalanche
properties. Every avalanche tester utilizes a rotating drum, which simulates a dynamic
flow setting for a powder. This dynamic powder flow state resembles the type of flow that
is observed during solid dosage production [103]. The following sections provide defini-
tions of the avalanche properties measured and their relevance to cohesion and powder
flowability. The different mechanisms of each tester for evaluating powder avalanches vary
based on their approach to analyzing avalanche behavior during rotational powder flow.
While some testers assess individual avalanche properties, others use alternative powder
bed properties to quantify avalanche behavior. Regardless of the approach, each tester
ultimately serves as a method of measuring a powder’s cohesion.

3.7.3. Revolution Powder Analyzer

The Revolution Powder Analyzer is one of the most frequently encountered testers in
the literature, specializing in evaluating powder flow within a rotating drum using a camera
and integrated software [40]. This instrument provides data on avalanche properties,
including the avalanche angle, avalanche time, avalanche energy, and avalanche break
energy [40,103,108]. The avalanche angle is determined just before an avalanche occurs,
measuring the angle of the powder bed. Avalanche time records the duration between
successive avalanches, while avalanche energy quantifies the energy released during each
avalanche. An unconventional parameter, avalanche break energy, reflects the energy
required to initiate an avalanche. Trpělková et al. investigate the efficacy of this parameter
for evaluating powder cohesion [103]. Larger values for these properties suggest stronger
cohesive forces within the powder, indicative of reduced flowability. Additional parameters
like avalanche surface fractal and volume expansion ratio have been detailed by Spierings
et al. [108]. Overall, the primary objective of the Revolution Powder Analyzer is to assess
several properties of individual avalanches during rotational powder flow to quantify
powder cohesion.

3.7.4. Gravitational Displacement Rheometer

The Gravitational Displacement Rheometer (GDR) characterizes avalanche behav-
ior by employing a load cell beneath the rotating drum to monitor fluctuations in the
drum’s center of gravity during avalanches. The methodology is further elaborated in
the literature [109,110]. The resultant avalanche properties include dilation and the GDR
Flow Index [109]. Dilation measures the percentage change in volume recorded for a pre-
consolidated powder upon rotation of the drum. Greater dilation percentages signify the
presence of larger avalanches, which, in turn, imply stronger cohesion and, consequently,
poorer flowability. The GDR Flow Index quantifies the magnitude of a powder’s avalanch-
ing behavior by measuring the relative standard deviation of the powder bed volume,
influenced by changes in the center of mass of the powder bed, at different rotational speeds.
A higher GDR Flow Index similarly reflects the occurrence of larger avalanches, indicative
of a powder with reduced flowability. Rather than measuring individual avalanche proper-
ties, the GDR evaluates powder cohesion by tracking the powder bed volume throughout
rotational powder flow.

3.7.5. API AeroFlow Avalanche Tester

The API AeroFlow avalanche tester records both avalanche time and the total number
of avalanches within a rotating drum using a light absorption sensor [59]. Avalanche time
holds a synonymous definition to that seen for the Revolution Powder Analyzer. The total
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number of avalanches counts the number of avalanches during a defined test interval.
An increased number of avalanches signifies a powder with lower cohesion, indicating
improved flowability due to the presence of multiple smaller avalanches rather than a few
larger ones, which are indicative of weaker cohesive forces. The unique utilization of a
light absorption sensor in the API AeroFlow avalanche tester allows for the number of
avalanches to be precisely recorded and implemented as an indicator of powder cohesion.

3.7.6. GranuDrum Instrument

The GranuDrum tester evaluates avalanche properties by analyzing the powder–air
interface within a rotating drum using image analysis [52]. The primary measurements
include the dynamic flow angle and dynamic cohesive index [52]. The dynamic flow angle
is calculated based on the mean position of the powder–air interface. A larger dynamic flow
angle corresponds to higher cohesive forces and, consequently, reduced flowability. The
dynamic cohesive index is derived from changes in the interface. A more dynamic interface
suggests poorer flow capabilities, as the powder struggles to avalanche and collapse upon
itself as the drum rotates. Therefore, a higher dynamic cohesive index indicates greater
cohesion and decreased flowability. The GranuDrum tester differs in its assessment of
powder cohesion by considering the powder–air interface at the surface of a powder bed as
it endures through rotational flow.

3.7.7. Bond Number

The Bond number serves as a quantitative measure of powder cohesion that is ob-
served in the literature on powder rheology [34,36,58,62,100]. Rather than relying on
experimental apparatus, the Bond number calculates cohesion as the ratio of cohesive
forces to gravitational forces between powder particles, as shown in Equation (3):

Bog =
Fc

Wg
, (3)

where Bog is the Bond number, Fc represents interparticle cohesive forces, and Wg rep-
resents the interparticle gravitational forces induced by each particle’s weight. A Bond
number exceeding 1 signifies a cohesive powder, as cohesive forces overpower gravitational
forces, preventing flow. Conversely, a Bond number less than 1 identifies a non-cohesive
powder. The Bond number uses a simple ratio between the primary forces present among
powder particles to accurately calculate the magnitude of cohesion in a powder bed. How-
ever, there are numerous complex aspects of each interparticle force that may be considered
before this simple ratio calculation.

Interparticle cohesive forces often encompass a combination of van der Waals, cap-
illary, and electrostatic forces [34,111]. While the relative contribution of each force may
vary with manufacturing conditions, van der Waals (vdW) forces are generally considered
the dominant force [111]. Accordingly, considerable effort has been invested in accurately
predicting vdW forces between particles. The Rumpf model is primarily referenced in
the Bond number literature concerning cohesion in pharmaceutical powders. This model
initially calculated vdW forces by accounting for non-contact and contact forces between a
spherical particle and particle asperities [111]. Over time, various versions of this model
have emerged to address particle surface roughness more accurately. One common vari-
ant, the “multi-asperity” model, factors in particle surface roughness, surface energy, and
non-contact/contact forces [34,36,58]. This modified model considers these factors using
particle diameter, the diameter of particle asperities, separation distance between parti-
cles, the Hamaker constant, and equilibrium separation distance. Recent research has
adapted the original Bond number equation to assess powder cohesion more accurately,
by incorporating factors like agglomeration [36], multi-component powder blends [34],
and interactions between particles of different sizes in the same powder [58]. Studies
comparing the original or modified Bond number equations with experimental parameters
for assessing powder cohesion and flowability consistently demonstrate a strong correla-
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tion, confirming its efficacy in predicting cohesion [58,62,100]. It is noteworthy that the
Bond number is considered by some authors as a superior predictor for ranking cohesive
powders compared to non-cohesive ones [34,36]. Although the Bond number is proven to
be an effective predictor of powder bed cohesion, the ample amount of research that aims
to expand the models used for the Bond number calculation demonstrates the consensus
that there is significant potential for improvement in the accuracy of the parameter.

3.8. Bulk Density

Bulk density is another fundamental powder property instrumental in evaluating
powder flowability. It is defined as the mass of powder divided by the volume of the
powder bed and serves as an indicator of both particle density and the consolidation state
of the powder bed [17]. Techniques for measuring particle density, often referred to as
true density [12], include helium or liquid pycnometry to assess a fluid’s penetration into
particle pores [50,112]. Another method, detailed by Kalman et al. [113], entails counting
and weighing a specific number of particles, with density calculated based on the average
particle size. Due to the influence of consolidation state on bulk density, the literature
often references aerated and tapped bulk densities for a more precise characterization of a
powder’s density and its ability to pack and consolidate. Aerated bulk density represents
the density without intentional consolidation by measuring the powder bed volume after it
is carefully loaded into its container. Tapped bulk density reflects a highly consolidated
state by inducing a specified number of taps to the powder bed before recording its volume.
These values are often used to calculate the Carr Index and Hausner Ratio discussed in
the latter subsections. Bulk density is an especially important parameter to consider in the
assessment of powder flowability because it represents both small-scale (particle density)
and large-scale (consolidation state) powder bed properties.

Bulk density is closely linked to powder flowability and pharmaceutical manufactur-
ing processes [57]. In pharmaceutical manufacturing, powders undergo various processes
that alter their packing state and, consequently, their bulk density [7,54,113]. Given the
dynamic nature of bulk density during pharmaceutical manufacturing and its reflection of
powder flowability, it is a vital property for characterization and continuous monitoring to
ensure proper process performance [7].

3.8.1. Compressibility

Compressibility is a measure of how a powder’s bulk density changes under applied
stress. In the literature, it is often assessed using a compressibility index, primarily in-
volving aerated and tapped bulk density or volume values [7,28,109,114]. Alternatively,
compressibility can be measured as the percent change in the volume of a powder bed
under applied normal stress, typically using instruments such as the FT4 Powder Rheome-
ter [30,115]. Complementing bulk density, compressibility is a prevalent parameter used
to assess powder flowability in pharmaceutical processes [52]. The ability of a powder
to consolidate under compressive stresses is particularly critical for processes like direct
compression tableting, where successful compression is essential for producing solid prod-
ucts [14,21]. While compressibility alone does not solely predict powder flowability, it
correlates with various other flowability indices. Highly compressible powders tend to pack
poorly without applied stress, typically indicating cohesive behavior [21,51]. Therefore, a
highly compressible powder is assumed to have poor flowability [8]. The relevance of com-
pressibility to pharmaceutical manufacturing processes and its relationship to other powder
properties explains the prevalence of this parameter in pharmaceutical powder research.

3.8.2. Carr Index

The Carr Index (CI) quantifies the ability of a powder’s bulk density to change in
response to stress. It is often used analogously to the compressibility index in the literature
and can be calculated using Equation (4) [20]:
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CI =
ρT − ρA

ρT
×100%. (4)

Here, ρT represents the tapped bulk density and ρA is the aerated bulk density. An
alternative approach involves using initial and final volume measurements of the powder
bed during tapping [23]. Typically, a CI below 25% indicates acceptable to excellent powder
flowability, while values exceeding this threshold suggest poor flowability [20,101]. The CI
proficiently measures a powder’s compressibility by evaluating changes in bulk density
and is in incorporated in extensive studies of powder flowability [39,51,59].

3.8.3. Hausner Ratio

The Hausner Ratio (HR) is another parameter used to estimate a powder’s flowability
based on its bulk density. It is often employed in conjunction with the Carr Index and can
be expressed by Equations (5) and (6) [24,116]:

HR =
V0

Vf
(5)

HR =
ρT
ρA

, (6)

where V0 is the volume of the aerated powder bed and Vf is the volume of the tapped
powder bed. A Hausner Ratio exceeding 1.4 typically indicates cohesive behavior, while
a value below 1.25 suggests that the powder is non-cohesive and free flowing [20,108].
Powders with HR values between 1.25 and 1.4 are in a transitional state, exhibiting slight
cohesive qualities [46]. Similar to the CI, the HR effectively evaluates compressibility by
examining a powder bed’s change in bulk density or volume. Both the Hausner Ratio
and Carr Index are closely linked and are used separately or concurrently in the study of
powder rheology [51,116].

3.9. Agglomeration

The propensity of powder particles to agglomerate and potentially segregate dur-
ing processing is another powder property to consider. This property strongly links to
powder flow characteristics, particularly cohesion and particle size [1,3,17,117]. In phar-
maceutical manufacturing, agglomeration is a recurrent challenge, primarily due to APIs’
high cohesion and small particle sizes [13,48]. Agglomeration presents issues in various
pharmaceutical processes, including drying and the formation of dry powder inhaler for-
mulations [117–119]. The frequency and severity of agglomeration in these processes have
direct consequences on blend uniformity and drug bioavailability, critical attributes of
the final product [117,120]. Agglomeration is highly important to quantify because of its
correlations to other significant powder properties as well as its widespread occurrence in
pharmaceutical manufacturing, which causes performance and product issues.

Assessing the extent of powder agglomeration during manufacturing often involves
the visual inspection of agglomerates at different processing stages. Techniques like near-
infrared or ultraviolet spectroscopy provide the visualization of agglomerates [117,121].
Sieving is another method used to observe agglomerates of various sizes [118,120]. Spec-
troscopy and sieving techniques monitor agglomeration by measuring agglomerate concen-
tration in powder blends during processing. This concentration is frequently compared to
the shear rate and strain that a powder experiences, emphasizing the importance of proper
blending and mixing processes to reduce agglomeration [117,119,120]. Simulation and
modeling approaches are also employed in the literature to gain a deeper understanding
of the mechanisms governing powder deagglomeration [48,122]. Employing these char-
acterization techniques enhances the understanding of agglomeration within a powder
bed, facilitating a deeper comprehension of its impact on pharmaceutical processes and the
interrelationships between agglomeration and other powder properties.
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4. Conclusions

Powder rheology is a captivating research area, with diverse industries constantly
seeking to optimize their powder-centric manufacturing processes. The complex nature
of powder flow, defying simplification into a single parameter, has sparked a continuous
collaboration between industry leaders and researchers to unravel the intricate relation-
ship between powder flowability and process performance. This review has specifically
focused on powder rheology within the pharmaceutical industry, highlighting key powder
properties relevant to powder flowability in manufacturing processes.

The paper explored particle size, particle morphology, friability, electrostatic charging,
permeability, wettability, cohesion, bulk density, and agglomeration and their impacts on
pharmaceutical processing. It delved into the measurement techniques commonly used to
assess these properties. Notably, each of these properties proved to influence at least one
primary unit operation—feeders, blenders/mixers, or tableting—vital in pharmaceutical
manufacturing. Interconnectedness among powder properties was evident, yet none stood
alone as an accurate predictor of overall flowability. This exemplifies the necessity for
employing multiple powder parameters for comprehensive powder characterization in
pharmaceutical manufacturing.

The intricate nature of powder rheology demands ongoing research to understand
powder flowability, improve existing characterization techniques, and devise more pre-
cise modern methods to categorize powders for manufacturing purposes. By advancing
research in these areas of powder rheology, it is possible to improve both the simplicity and
accuracy of measuring powder flowability, thereby optimizing pharmaceutical manufac-
turing processes. This review functions as an introduction to the complex field of powder
rheology and, consequently, fosters a broader comprehension of the subject. Given its
considerable relevance to various industries, a basic knowledge of powder characterization
is essential. A deeper grasp of the topic can also serve to significantly enhance the efficacy of
pharmaceutical and other critical industry processes by enriching process understanding.
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